
Evolving SuperSlow Performance 
Part 1 

We are always looking to improve your SuperSlow experience. Our 
mission is to coach for minimal wasted effort, maximum exercise 
benefit and satisfaction. What can we as instructors do or say to 
help you perform optimally on each exercise and session?


SuperSlow instruction centers on helping to avoid “discrepancies”, 
the body’s instinctive ways of finding rest. Unchecked, they can 
become habit and compromise progress & safety. Instructor and 
student can both fall prey to discrepancies to reach “goal” and 
show false progress.


We’ve found stopwatches and goal can become major distractions 
for instructor and student, promoting an “Assumed Objective”, 
discrepancies and deteriorating form. In the next few weeks, we’ll 
introduce an instruction evolution, the “Real Objective” in exercise. 

Not a major change to the SuperSlow you know, simply a more “form” than “goal” based system.


In “Part 2” we’ll share more on the “Real vs Assumed Objective” and two examples of how students approach 
SuperSlow.


Part 2 
The “Real Objective” from a safe, productive, biological standpoint, is to fatigue the muscle deeply and quickly, 
regardless of weight or time. For example:


Coleen positions herself for maximum range of motion on each exercise. Avoids 
momentum by starting positives imperceptibly slow, performs 10 second or slower 
positives, moves slightly faster during negatives to keep her muscles loaded, then 
touches the weight stack silently before starting another equally slow positive. At 
muscular failure she remains calm and continues applying effort in a positive direction. 
Coleen maintains neutral-neck, breathes deeply, keeps her face, jaw and uninvolved 
muscles relaxed, and moves quickly between machines with no talking. She wastes 
no effort that doesn’t contribute to exercise benefit, maximizes safety, and progresses 
optimally.


The “Assumed Objective” is ego driven, a desire to lift as much weight for as many repetitions or time as 
possible. This is how it might appear:


Jason positions himself on each exercise for minimum difficulty. Starts positives using 
momentum to launch the weight, moves too fast for the remaining positive, and too 
slow for the easier negative, then bangs the weight to gain momentum for the next 
positive. He often avoids muscular failure by ending an exercise soon after “goal” is 
reached. Jason sacrifices neutral-neck, grunts, grimaces and holds his breath, and 
dawdles while talking between machines. His habits waste effort that doesn’t translate 
to progress, and can be unsafe. It is often necessary to reduce his weights to correct 
poor form. His true progress is minimal at best. 


We are all combinations of these examples, but you may have noticed Coleen best represents the “Real 
Objective“. In “Part 3” we’ll explain how we will evolve from a “goal” centered, to a “form” focused performance, 
and achieve the superior benefits of the “Real Objective”. 



Evolving SuperSlow Performance 
Part 3 

To better focus on teaching the “Real Objective” rather than arbitrary “goal”, 
instructors will ignore stopwatches after started, or use repetition counters. In 
which case, the click of the counter will replace our current word “zero”, and 
indicate a properly performed positive. If a positive is too fast, the word 
“slower” will replace the click followed by a cadence count to assist with the 
next positive.


Wait! What!? Is that it!? Yes, but it is no small thing. It will take practice. A 
team effort between student and instructor. It may be frustrating at first, but 
with a little extra focus, will soon become habit. A way to make your 
SuperSlow exercise as productive, safe, and satisfying as possible.


Like all good airplane pilots, here is your checklist for a successful SuperSlow takeoff and landing:


1. Perfect form with no wasted effort to muscular failure is our “Real Objective”.

2. Focus on exercise and instruction during your session. Save talk for the waiting room.

3. Proper positioning and neutral neck are required to safely begin each exercise.

4. Begin each repetition imperceptibly slow. The first inch should require 3 to 5 seconds.

5. Each positive must take 8 to 12 seconds, negatives no more than 8 to 10.

6. Positives faster than 8 seconds will not be counted. 
7. Silently touch the weight stack, do not rest or unload before beginning the next positive.

8. As your muscles fatigue, breathe more, relax your face & jaw, stay calm and do not grimace or grunt.

9. At muscular failure, do not break form, continue calmly attempting to move in a positive direction.

10. Control the last unstoppable negative and set the weight down silently and safely.

11. Exit and safely move to the next exercise in 15 to 30 seconds. 


Frequently Asked Questions 



Will my weights be reduced? It is good practice when reinforcing SuperSlow 
skills. Remember, it is not weight which stimulates muscular growth. It is “fatiguing 
a muscle deeply and quickly, regardless of weight or time”.


Will it seem my instructor is picking on me? Like your first few SuperSlow 
sessions, your instructor will provide extra coaching. As you master the new 
techniques, much less coaching is needed. The best way to silence your instructor 
is with perfect form.


Some of my weights seem so heavy I can not move slowly. Will this new 
focus on form help? Absolutely! Sacrificing form to achieve “goal” deceives 
instructor and student, leads to unwarranted weight increases, additional form 
discrepancies, mounting frustration, and setbacks. 


Why will positives faster than 8 seconds not be counted? It is part of a sure cure for avoiding discrepancies, 
and issues mentioned in the previously. Not crediting poor positives avoids unwarranted weight increases and 
the frustration that soon follows.


What is wrong with finding rest during an exercise? It compromises the “Real Objective”. To fatigue the 
muscle deeply and quickly, regardless of weight or time. Muscle can recover 50% of its strength in a matter of 
seconds. To rest during an exercise is like taking two steps forward and one step back. It wastes effort and 
compromises precious recovery resources.


How should I best approach muscular failure? Stay calm. The muscular discomfort you feel is simply excess 
lactic acid. Do not break form to complete your last positive. Try to complete it, but realize if it comes to a stop, 
you’ve achieved muscular failure, the “Real Objective”. Continue applying effort for another 10 seconds, then 
rest assured you’ve done all you can to stimulate muscular growth.


Will we still receive progress reviews? Absolutely! Don’t be surprised if you see greater progress.


